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AN EARLY FAREWELL FOR YEAR 13

We were sad to say a
premature goodbye to our
Year 13 students, whose Sixth
Form experience came to an
abrupt and unexpected end
following the announcement
of the school closure. We
were able to stick with the
tradition of saying a formal
goodbye through our Leavers'
Assembly on our last day in
school and very much hope to
see all students again for a
celebration of their
achievements in the not too
distant future. We wish them
all the best of luck for the next
chapter in their lives, whether
they are moving on to further
or higher education,
apprenticeship, employment
or are planning to take a gap
year! Mrs Arthur

IMPROMTU LEAVERS’ CELEBRATIONS FOR YEAR 11
Friday the 20th March marked a sudden end to Year 11's time at
WHSG after Boris announced on the Wednesday evening that
schools would be closing. Despite the very short notice, Mrs
Joscelyne and I were still able to put together a Leavers’
Assembly and party for the Year 11s to say goodbye before they
left. The assembly began with a speech from Dr Hayman who
celebrated the successes of the year group throughout their time
at WHSG before saying his farewell. We then had several girls in
the year who either sung, danced or read items that they had
written. As always, it was wonderful to see the talent that this
year group possess and I am very grateful to them all for
performing with very little notice or preparation time. As is
tradition, we also sang the school song and "Summer Holiday",
even though I do not think there will be much summer
holidaying this year unfortunately!! I also gave a speech to my
year group, something difficult to do when no words will ever be
enough to tell them how amazing they are all, how much they
mean to me and how very proud I am of the ladies they have
become. There was time left at the end of the assembly to sign
shirts and have a dance! I wish all of Year 11 the very best in
whatever path they take and where ever life leads them and I
will see them all again at prom whenever we can have it!
Miss Wadley-Smith

A Final Word from Our Head Girl and Head Boy
Hello everyone, we hope that you are all doing
well.
It is safe to say that Charity Week was a
success. The Year 13 Event Committees
worked very hard to organise activities which
took place after school. These included a
Movie Night, a Fashion Show, an Escape Night
and a Quiz Night. Also, the Cafe Committee
provided food and drink for the students every
lunchtime, and the House Teams put on
spectacular shows. In total we raised
£13,914.27. This amount will be split equally
between our three chosen charities: Southend

Toy Library, Gold Geese and FORWARD UK.
Unexpectedly, schools have now been closed indefinitely. This means that for the Year 13s, our time at WHSG
has ended rather abruptly. Nevertheless, we are grateful for the time that we spent here. We would like to
thank everyone, from the staff and the students, for making our school years memorable.
We hope that you all stay safe in the months to come.
Mayowa Osadiya & Anthony Badura

Head Girl & Head Boy

SAFEGUARDING

If you have concerns about the wellbeing of a child please contact the police or social services.
If you wish to speak to the WHSG Designated Safeguarding Lead then please call
Mrs Sarah Bain (Designed Safeguarding Lead) on 07842 062450 or email st-sarah.bain@whsg.info,
or email Dr Hayman (Assistant Designated Safeguarding Lead) on st-paul.hayman@whsg.info.
SCHOOL PROVISION FOR CHILDREN OF KEY WORKERS
If you are a key worker and need to send your child to school, please email generalenquiries@whsg.info
prior to sending them in.
If you have confirmed with us that your child will be attending school and they are unwell or you
change your plans please generalenquiries@whsg.info as soon as possible.

As part of our commitment to ensuring the safety and well-being of our students, we have launched a new
section on our school website for Safeguarding, which will be up-dated with information, advice and guidance to
help you to keep up-to-date with new developments and agencies to support young people.
Future Parent Bulletins will also include a brief Safeguarding message.
https://www.whsg.info/1360/safeguarding
CEOP helps any child or young person under the age of 18 who is being pressured, forced or tricked into taking
part in sexual activity of any kind when online. This can be something that has taken place either online or in ‘the
real world’, or both. The CEOP Safety Centre has clear information and advice on what can be reported to CEOP,
the reporting process and what will happen if you do decide to make a report. You can visit the CEOP Safety
Centre and make a report directly to CEOP by clicking the Click CEOP button.
If you are experiencing online bullying or something else online has worried you, please speak to an adult you
trust, or you can talk to Childline at any time on 0800 1111 or at www.childline.org.uk.

WELLBEING
There are many things that we can do to look after our emotional wellbeing. The need to do this is even greater
during times of stress and uncertainty.
We have gathered here some habits that can be done to help maintain or boost your wellbeing.
Routine – Try to get up at the same time as usual, have meals at the same time as usual. Follow your school
timetable as must as possible. Make sure that you are working at a desk or table and not on the floor or on your
bed, this will help not just for comfort but also separating work and relaxation.
Keeping Active – Physical activity is not just good for our bodies but for our minds. Mrs Wilkin has set up a
Google Classroom with lots of activities that can be done at home.
Connecting with friends and loved ones – At the moment this will need to be done remotely. Video chats and
calls will help shorten the distance between you. Make sure that you are reaching out to people so that you and
they do not feel lonely or isolated.
Sleep – Getting enough sleep is very important. In order to aid this following a 10 minute guided meditation or
breathing exercise to clear your mind before bed can be very helpful. Also do not get into bed until you are about
to go to sleep. Do not use screens for half an hour before you go to sleep.
Reading – Whether this is school recommendations or of your own choice.
Do things that are fun – Whatever it is that you enjoy, build that into your routine as well. Singing, knitting,
sewing, drawing, playing instruments, puzzles, craft, colouring. Start a new hobby.
Identify and express your feelings – Recognise your feelings, some days will be better than others. Identifying
your feelings will help you manage them better. Acknowledge and coping with that there are some thing you can
control and some you can’t. Finding an outlet for your feelings can help, a journal, a notebook. Finding and
celebrating the positives.
Calming activities – Deep breathing, yoga, chair yoga, guided breathing or guided meditation, mindfulness
colouring.
Check our website’s Wellbeing page for links to other sites or suggested activities that can be useful as well as a
booklet we have put together to signpost you to other support.

WELLBEING

WELLBEING

PLEASE SEE OUR SCHOOL WEBSITE FOR
UPDATES AND USEFUL INFORMATION
REGARDING YOUR WELLBEING DURING
SCHOOL CLOUSRES:
https://www.whsg.info/1785/wellbeing

NEXT STEPS FOR A LEVEL AND UNIVERSITY
To help bridge the gap for
Year 11 and Year 13
students that will be going
onto Further or Higher
education next year we
have uploaded resources
for each subject on our
website.
Please take look at :

https://www.whsg.info/1796/next-steps for lots of recommended reading, activities, documentaries and
other resources to help students prepare for their next phase in education.
Eton College are making online life skills courses free to state school pupils during the COVID-19 crisis.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The courses are:
CV Writing
Creative Problem Solving
Interview Skills
Making an Impact
Resilience
Research Skills
Writing Skills
https://etonx.com/uk-schools/

SCHOOL NEWS
JACK PETCHEY
January Winner –Maia Ley 6MFE (below)
Our January winner is a student who devotes her
time to the Music Department. Maia Ley dedicates a
lot of her time to helping in the music department,
playing multiple instrument at a high level,
including in an orchestra outside of school.
Maia also spends time outside of school coaching
and training with Swallows Gymnastics Club. Here,
she assists younger children learn and progress in
the sport enabling them to compete for the club.
Maia always has a smile on her face and is ready to
lend a hand and she has been a huge support to
younger students here at WHSG.
Maia has chosen to donate her money to the Music
Department.

February Winner – Maddy Spink 6EJA (above)
Our February winner is a student who devotes her
time to the Drama Department. Maddy dedicates a
lot of her time to the running of Year 7 and 8 Drama
Club, her commitment and passion has helped to
build the confidence of younger performers. Maddy’s
guidance and teaching has helped those involved to
feel able to perform in a showcase, taking what they
have learnt into their Drama lessons to help their
peers improve. Maddy has also been heavily involved
in this year’s House Drama Competition taking on the
responsibility from the House Team and leading
Mandeville to great success.
Maddy has overcome a recent medical diagnosis
which has meant managing school and home life has
been a challenge. She has not let this affect her
motivation and she has remained committed to her
studies and the success of the Drama activities she is
involved with. Maddy is performing this month with
the Southend Shakespeare Company in a production
of The Playboy of the Western World at the Palace
Theatre which reviewers have stated oozes
confidence.
Maddy has chosen to donate her money to the
Drama Department.

JACK PETCHEY SPEAK OUT CHALLENGE

Well done too the students who took part in this year’s Jack Petchey Speak
Out heats. It has been said that this is one of the strongest groups of students
to take part! A very high accolade, as WHSG has had students go on the win
the regional and national competitions! We look forward to seeing you
progress.

A LEVEL DAY TRIP TO FRANCE
Vendredi 6 mars: une sortie scolaire à Saint-Omer, Pas-de-Calais. La journée a commencé par une visite au lycée
Alexandre Ribot où nous avons parlé avec les étudiants. Nous avons discuté du système scolaire, de la politique
française et des chansons françaises. Il a développé notre compréhension de la culture française et c'était bénéfique
pour notre confiance en parlant français. Aussi, nous avons mangé à la cantine et c'est vrai que la cantine française
est la meilleure! Après avoir dit au revoir à nos nouveaux amis, nous avons visité 'La Coupole' qui a une exposition
très éducative et émouvante sur la seconde guerre mondiale et l'occupation de la France, y compris des photos des
camps de concentration. Nous sommes rentrés, par ferry, très fatigués (parce que notre journée avait commencé à 4
heures du matin) mais contents. Nous sommes toujours en contact avec nos amis français.
On Friday the 6th of March the Year 13 French class took a day trip to Saint-Omer, Pas-de-Calais. The day began with
a visit to Alexandre Ribot, a French secondary school, where we engaged in conversation with students studying
English. This was very beneficial as we learnt more about French culture - from experiencing their school system to
hearing their opinions on the current political environment in France. We gained confidence in our communication
skills which will be very useful come exam season. We also ate lunch with them and can confirm that French school
dinners are the best in the world! After saying goodbye to our new friends we visited ‘La Coupole’, which was initially
built in 1943 by the Nazis (and prisoners) to serve as a launch base for V-2 rockets. Now a museum, it has a very
informative exhibition on the Occupation, featuring very moving photographs from the concentration camps. Once
we’d spent a couple of hours at the museum, it was time to re-board the ferry and head home, tired but happy. Our
class is still in contact with the French students we met, via WhatsApp.
(by Naomi Malamba and Ellen Watters)

HOUSE DRAMA

CENTENARY SHOW

In November, I had the opportunity to direct
the Mandeville House Drama entries. The
event lasted for a week with a different
branch of the school performing each day.
Every group across the years provided a
varied experience with different tones in
every piece. There were scenes from the Bee
Movie, Miranda, Horrible Histories and
more. Overall, the event was very enjoyable
and I hope that next year, more people take
the opportunity to join in and come and
watch, as it is a fun way to spend a
lunchtime and can gain your house points if
you take part.

The Centenary show was put on by Drama and Music students,
telling the story of a young girl named Pam who went to our
school and was evacuated. We started rehearsals in September,
devising scenes from the book she wrote. We finished devising
in early November and practiced alongside Music to get it to
perfection, ready to perform in December. It was a lovely
experience to learn and practice our devising and improve skill
in Drama. Everyone who took part in it had a wonderful time
and worked so hard to perform a spectacular show, which we
achieved.
Hafsat, Janita, Katie and Sacha.

Maddy Spink

A LEVEL DRAMA TRIP
On the 2nd of March I and my Year 12 drama class went to see the new Frantic Assembly play ‘I Think We Are Alone’ at
the Stratford Royal East Theatre.
The play was about how intimacy can show itself in different ways and how modern technology can affect it.
With a focus on physical theatre, the actors would move large translucent pieces of set to create different locations
within the story.
We all connected with the characters and found our own personal attachments to different plotlines, all of which felt
very fleshed out and, to our amazement, all linked in incredibly perceptive ways.
As an experience, going to see ‘I Think We Are Alone’ impacted every one of us in many ways. We all found it to be an
excellent stimulus for our devised pieces and know that it will stay with us for a long time.
Maddy Spink

TENNIS AMBASSADORS
On the 14th February, the Tennis Ambassadors were given the opportunity to participate in a Tennis Leaders
Course, funded through money from the LTA to learn more about leadership and responsibility, including
collaboration and dedication. We learnt various different ways to pass our knowledge and passion of tennis on to
younger children and students at this school. It was an excellent opportunity for us to broaden our understanding
and knowledge of tennis and how to coach younger children. We are now able to work well with children as well as
understanding how to plan and organise to make sessions enjoyable, engaging and inclusive. A big thank you to
Amy who coached us on this day and has developed our knowledge in coaching, your session with us was both
fun and helpful, we hope to be able to do the same for the younger students here and are looking forward to the
summer when we are able to get back on the courts.
On the 12th March, the Tennis Ambassadors were invited to an Inclusive Tennis Event organised by Active Essex
at Garons Leisure Centre for children across Essex with special educational needs and learning difficulties. This
was a great opportunity to put our leadership skills to the test. It was a challenging day but rewarding and overall a
very enjoyable experience. As each of the pupils had very different requirements, we were challenged by having to
adapt our warm-ups and games to fit their abilities and make it inclusive and fair for all. We were split into groups
and ran activities for ten minutes such as balancing, skills, forehand and backhand shots, passing, relays and
more. Each child had an opportunity to take part in all these activities as the whole point of the event was to have
fun and be inclusive. We feel that including everyone in tennis is a very important factor in sport leadership as
everyone should have the option to play and learn tennis. Also, another thank you to Jill from Active Essex and the
coaches from Fusion Leisure who made the day enjoyable for everyone, including us as leaders. It was amazing to
see all the children happy and taking part in a sport that brings people together, even though most had little
experience.
We are very grateful for this opportunity and a final thank you to all those who have made this rewarding
experience possible.
From The Tennis Ambassadors

ACTIVITY DAY IN PICTURES

Year 11
Wellbeing

Year 11
Wellbeing
Activities

Year 7 BLP
Enterprise

One of the activities during the day was model making. Each form went into groups of 4-6 people and
designed an imaginary animal that could adapt to an ecosystem of their choice e.g. tropical rainforest,
desert. Then using a range of materials the groups brought their design to life, creating a model of the
animal. The ideas were very unique; bears with wings, descendants of tigers and cousins of dragons!
Each group used a lot of our BPL learning habits from collaborating to questioning. Each group
presented their creation in front of the class, describing the animals' adaptations and the BPL habits
they used. The class then voted on who they thought the winning group was. The group received a
small prize.
As well as this pupils were brought to the science block to view and interact with 8 different
animals. Two members from ‘The Animal Experience’ came in to talk to the pupils. The first of them
was a milk snake, a small red and black snake that defended itself from predators by copying the
colour pattern of a more dangerous and venomous coral snake. The rhyme taught to us to see the
difference between the two was: “red and yellow kill a fellow, red and black friend of jack”, which
represents the colours of the rings around the snakes’ bodies. The second animal was a New Guinea
stick insect who, despite the daunting look of her spiked body, proved to be very friendly. We were
told not to be scared of her ‘stinger’ as it was merely a way for her to lay eggs. Next up was a skink, a
plump lizard that had short legs, a large tongue and long tail, with greyish scales and blackbrown patterning’s down its back. A particular favourite of many, an eight year old
Russian Horsfield tortoise was next to take the spotlight. He was surprisingly active for his size and
when held, moved his small legs rather merrily. Another version of the skink, the blue-tongued skink
was next, he had the same looks as the other skink despite his blue tongue which he used to ward off
predators with its bright blue hue. After him, the animals began to get bigger and a royal python
arrived. It was around one meter in length and, as snakes evolved from lizards, had two incredibly
small stumps near the end of its body, showing the remains of legs. The last of the reptiles was a
huge boa constrictor. As she was a rescue, she was missing a fork on her tongue. Snakes have
forked tongues so that they can tell which direction a scent is coming from (they smell with their
tongues) yet she was happy and healthy still. On her nose, holes called pit organs were shown that
allow her to see temperature and heat. Finally, a pleasant surprise, Storm, a three week
old meerkat cub who was rejected by her mother and is now fed every four with kitten milk. After
the meerkat and washing our hands we all headed back to the classroom, excitedly chatting with
friends about the fun.
Maya Sinclair-House and Jemma Egbule 7.2

Year 11 GCSE
Art Trip to
Tate Modern

Year 8
History Trip
to Duxford
IWM

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
This was my first visit to Westcliff High School for Girls and I received a very warm welcome from the students and
staff. The auditorium was impressive as it was adorned with greenery and there was an imposing three level stage
representing Skid Row. There were atmospheric street and wind sounds being played and homeless characters
moving around the area. The programme was glossy and attractive and as well as giving some interesting
information about the current show; with excellent biographies of cast members, it explained the history of the show
and advertised local businesses and forthcoming events.
From the very beginning it was obvious that this production was on a par with any other musical productions I have
seen, amateur or professional. The set-up involved a live band made up of students and the technical crew of
lighting and sound that was also operated by students. There was a video link from the Musical Director backstage
which could be viewed by the cast and of course this contributed to the slick performance that I saw.
The prologue involved Crystal, Ronette and Chiffon played by Isabell Beresford-Cole, Bonnie McGhee and
Krisdeana Reed. The three characters appeared throughout the performance as commentators. As a group they
gelled well, their dancing and harmonies were ‘on point’ and as individuals all had excellent pitch and tone. Each of
the girls had solos and I was very impressed by the level of each of their performances. I assumed all had had
previous experience in performing arts and was surprised to find that this was the first time Bonnie had performed in
front of an audience. Very well done to all.
During the first scene we were introduced to the company and to Seymour Krelbourn, who is responsible for the
cultivation of Audrey II. The Chorus were well choreographed and the use of the stage was impactful. The shapes
created and the expressions of each individual added to the piece. This kind of detail was maintained throughout
the performance. Seymour was played by Reuban Beard. A geeky character with glasses and a tank top he had
clear crisp diction, and very credible American accent, as did the majority of the company, and a great singing
voice. It became clear that Seymour was a down trodden employee who, after declaring his love for his fellow
worker, Audrey developed Audrey II (an unusual plant) who needed blood to grow. It was his skill in cultivating the
plant that led to his fame and fortune and his being ‘adopted’ by his employer Mr Mushnik.
Audrey was played by Rosie Duenas; a sweet character who was in an abusive relationship with Orin, the dentist.
Rosie played the part very well; it was easy to empathise with her and this also made her developing relationship
with Seymour more credible. She had a very clear tone. She showed light and shade both in her acting and singing
and this of course helped her capture the audience particularly in her last song as she dies in Seymour’s arms. I
definitely shed a little tear for that!
Mr Mushnik was played by Xavier Cloefe, He played a commanding role as the shop owner. He was tall and well
dressed with a fabulous accent and a fine singing voice. Xavier’s characterisation was good and he reacted in a
plausible manner to each situation. He moved from the aloof manager, to the needy business owner to the
desperate ‘adoptive’ father and finally to plant food, smoothly and expertly. I was very impressed by his ability to
dance in heels during the finale, a skill I have still not mastered after 40 years of trying!

Orin, the abusive dentist, was played by Finley White. Oh my goodness what great characterisation! A tall and
imposing character whose whole body portrayed a maniacal, sadistic man set on relishing in the pain of others
while enjoying the high of Nitrous Oxide. While Orin did not have the purest pitch, he did have great comic timing
and an hilarious stage presence. Orin was so mean that I was pleased to see him fed to Audrey II. Finley
appeared as several other characters in the second act; his skill in mimicking the characters of others was plain to
see to great comic effect.
Audrey II began life on stage as a puppet and developed into the real-life character of Audrey II, a tall and
exotically dressed Alice Yeomans. This part, that I have previously seen played by a man, needed someone strong
and confident and this is what Alice provided. Audrey II demands more and more blood to grow and dominates
Seymour who is powerless but to feed her to sustain his lifestyle. Alice played the part well and I particularly
enjoyed her ‘rocking out’ during the finale. Her head flicks and expression added to her character and it was
obvious that Audrey II had no empathy for anyone.
There were very few faults that I could see during this performance. Maybe one microphone pick-up was late and I
was concerned that there was no warning about strobe lighting which was fleeting. The shop counter wobbled a
little bit and I did feel a little bit sorry for the lady that ordered $100 worth of roses and got about half a dozen but it
added to the comic effect.
The finale showcased the whole company. The costumes were designed and made by a student, Rosie Gayner,
and were all representations of the parts of Audrey II, who we thought had been hacked by Seymour but were
actually saved. The lighting, music and props all came together to give a breath-taking ending to a fabulous show.
There were huge green tentacles extending from either side of the stage, streamers and beach balls bouncing
around. It was an explosion of sound and colour, a feast for the senses.
Overall, it is difficult for me not to gush about how much I enjoyed this performance. Technically, there was so
much more. For example, the scene changes; at Orin’s dentist surgery there were crew in white coats moving the
props and when the scene changed at Mushkin’s the crew had on green visors and aprons. When Audrey sang
about being somewhere green, the lights were green. The follow spots were great. The sound and use of head
microphones were very good and not easy to manage either. The list of details that made this performance good
are endless. The music and choreography were excellent. I saw behind stage and the work that staff and students
had put in, in their spare time, often while preparing for important exams was phenomenal. The whole company
came together to make this an ensemble piece that could rival any other.
At curtain call the band came out as well as the technical crew and they enjoyed the party as much as the main
performers. Everyone should feel very proud of this production. I feel privileged to have seen it because I know
school performances are generally only witnessed by family and friends. Very well done to all. I would love to see
more ….. so FEED ME!
Author: Zahna Hull

VISITING AUTHOR

Year 8 had a very special visitor this term. Chris
Russell, Author of ‘Songs About a Girl’, came to
talk to the girls about his experiences growing up,
falling in love, writing songs, being in a band and
ultimately writing. He serenaded his audience with
Jon Bon Jovi songs and entertained us with
anecdotes of his youth. The girls were then lucky
enough to meet Chris during a book signing in the
Library.
We hope the girls enjoy their new reading material
over the Easter break.

CELEBRATION LUNCHES
Bronze Duke of Edinburgh

Congratulations to our
current Year 10 cohort for
the completion of their
Bronze Duke of Edinburgh
Awards. They enjoyed a
special celebration lunch in
honour of their
achievement.

Senior Team Thank You

Year 13 Senior Team
were treated to a lunch,
served up members of
the Senior Leadership
Team.
This lunch was a thank
you to for the hard work
and dedication the
Senior Team have shown
this year; making Charity
Week a great success,
fulfilling their duties as
Prefects and
representing the school.

CENTENARY EVENTS
Cen-tea-nary Celebrations with Centenarian at
Westcliff High School For Girls
Past pupils from Westcliff High School For Girls enjoyed stepping
back into the old school hall last weekend at the school’s Centenary
Afternoon Tea. Guests all enjoyed an afternoon of free flowing tea
and delicious food and were able to browse the display of archive
photos before taking a tour of the school.
Guests ranged from current Year 7 pupils, who form the
100th intake for the school, and past pupils from across the
decades. Almost every decade was represented with a very special
visit from centenarian Peggy Hazell who was the most senior past
pupil at 102. Peggy was accompanied by her two granddaughters,
who also attended WHSG, and fellow guests were impressed as she
was instantly able to identify herself in the 1931 school photo!
It was fantastic to see so many pupils from past and present join us
to celebrate such an important milestone in the history of the
school. We are most grateful to the PTA for helping with the
refreshments and our team of Sixth Form Prefects who did a
sterling job as waiters, waitresses and tour guides. We are also
thankful to our catering suppliers Rayners and Thomas Ridley who
donated cakes and sandwiches which enabled us to keep costs to a
minimum.
We had a number of guests who were reunited with friends they
hadn’t seen since their school days and there was such a wonderful
atmosphere in the room. It was lovely to see so many Year 7 pupils
with their families support the event and it was a fantastic way of
celebrating 100 years of WHSG.
For details of forthcoming Centenary activities for past pupils to
enjoy email pastpupils@whsg.info or call Lucy Lock on 01702
476026 ext 223.

1) Headteacher Dr Hayman addressing all the guests
2) Guests enjoyed looking at archive photos dating back to the 1920's
3) (group of 5 - lady with green jumper) Year 7 pupil Scarlett Treadwell and her family
4) Four generations of WHSG - Current Year 7 pupil Hannah Packer with her (L - R Great Aunt Sharon
Thompson, Mum Karen and Great Aunt Carole Harp) whom all attended WHSG

1) Peggy Hazell (102 year old) with granddaughters
Felicity Hazell and Verity Bridge whom all attended
WHSG.
2) Sixth Form Volunteers Olivia Bateman and
Keshvi Shah
3) Past pupils Keely Shaw, Katie Monk and Katie
Fontana Jennings enjoyed finding themselves in an
old school photo

Centenary Mosaic
As part of our centenary celebrations, we commissioned renowned
Mosaic Artist Paul Siggins to create our very own mosaic to
commemorate such an important milestone.
Paul and his team held a workshop for a selection of pupils from
Year 8 who all learnt the art of mosaic and enjoyed gluing the
small glass tiles into place onto our specially designed piece. The
day coincided with a Governor visit who all enjoyed seeing the
work in progress and the opportunity to glue in some pieces
themselves.

The completed piece will be permanently fixed to the exterior of
the East Wing for all pupils, staff and visitors to enjoy and will no
doubt form part of the school's history for the next 100 years!

We are most grateful to the Westcliff High Old Girls Association
who have kindly funded this exciting project.
The mosaic was due to be unveiled by the Mayor of Southend after
Easter but we are now looking forward to doing this at a later date.

Changes to Planned Centenary Events
WHSG Centenary Ball – Postponed
As I am sure you will all understand, the WHSG Centenary Ball scheduled for May 2nd has had to be
postponed. Rather than cancel it completely, we have set a new date for Saturday 17th October by which
time we very much hope that we will be able to celebrate this special milestone with our wonderful school
community. We will obviously monitor the current situation and will keep you updated accordingly if
further changes need to be made.
Although we hope that those guests who had booked tickets are still able to join us, refunds can be given
without any question. Parents are asked to contact st_lucy.lock@whsg.info to arrange a refund.
We are delighted to say that we still have full support of our sponsors, BTMK Solicitors and that the venue
and entertainment will be exactly the same.
During these unprecedented times we appreciate it is very difficult to make plans but if you was unable to
make the original date and would be interested in joining us please do get in touch so that we can ensure
you are kept informed of the details.
We sincerely hope that by October, social distancing will be a thing of the past and I'm sure by then we will
all be more than ready to celebrate 100 years of WHSG in style!

Joint Garden Party with WHSB – POSTPONED
The Joint Garden Party scheduled to take place with WHSB on 20th June has also had to be postponed to 19th June
2021.

Hares About Town Public Art Trail
The organisers of the Public Art trail Hares About Town have notified us this week that they have had to postpone
the event and released the following statement:
“The team at Hares About Town has decided to delay delivery of this world-class art trail for the
time being, as a precautionary measure to help minimise the impact of Covid-19 (Coronavirus). We
look forward to bringing colour and conversations to the streets over the months ahead, and we will
share a new launch date in due course.”
Thank you to all the pupils who have submitted their design for our leverets. As I am sure you can
appreciate, as we have a skeleton staff at the moment we have been unable to select a winning design but
details will follow in due course. I am sure our leverets will enjoy their extended stay at WHSG until they
need to hop off and join the art trail. Look out for them around the school when you return!

POSTPONED

COMMENTS & THANKS FROM PARENTS &
STUDENTS
Can you please pass on my thanks to
Dr Hayman and ALL the staff there at
WHSG for keeping us parents so well
informed. Although my daughter is in
Year 11, and feels very much in limbo
at the moment, it is reassuring to know
that you are doing as much as you can
to support all the girls at this most
peculiar time.
My thanks to you all.

Firstly, I would like to thank everyone
at WHSG for everything they have
done to make the current situation as
easy as possible for the students and
help them enjoy their last day. Many
thanks and I wish to send my thanks
for the support that my girls have
received over the past 7 years. These
are troubling times and I know that
your staff continue to work for the
good of our community over the
coming weeks and months.

Thank you so much for the leavers
day yesterday, it meant so much
that with such short notice
something so sentimental and
beautiful was put together, even
though it wasn’t how it should’ve
ended, you both still made it so
special so I just wanted to tell you
that I’m ever so grateful for it all
and everything you’ve done for me
and the rest of my year.
Just wanted to say a really big thank you to all
the staff involved in making today so fantastic
for ‘L’ and all of Yr 11! After a heartbreaking
couple of days she came home smiling,
having had a day to remember. Having seen
all the photos and videos taken of the day, I
honestly cannot thank you enough for
organising this at such short notice and
giving the girls a lovely send off, in such
difficult circumstances. ‘L’ has thoroughly
enjoyed her time at WHSG and is very much
looking forward to returning to Sixth Form in
Sept! (Hopefully!)

I just wanted to email you to say thank you to you and your staff. Myself and my family really appreciate the
work the school and the teachers are putting in to ensure that the students are kept occupied, engaged and
up to date. In this difficult time it is really helpful and necessary to have this input. I know you must be
working on a reduced staff since I am sure that like us, many have been ill, but having a schedule to adhere
to has been essential. In fact my daughter said yesterday that she doesn’t know what she will do over the
easter holidays without the school schedule (probably a first!). The school work set is keeping not just the
students mentally active but is also helping households to keep running smoothly and saving on a few
arguments I’m sure! Once again thank you so much, please know that your hard work is really appreciated
and keep the work coming. Please thank everyone involved, we really do appreciate it.

